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Abstract: Heterogeneous integration of materials with a negative thermo-optic coefficient is a
simple and efficient way to compensate the strong detrimental thermal dependence of silicon-on-
insulator devices. Yet, the list of materials that are both amenable for photonics fabrication and
exhibit a negative TOC is very short and often requires sacrificing loss performance. In this work,
we demonstrate that As20S80 chalcogenide glass thin-films can be used to compensate silicon
thermal effects in microring resonators while retaining excellent loss figures. We present an
experimental characterization of the glass thin-film and of fabricated hybrid microring resonators
at telecommunication wavelengths. Nearly athermal operation is demonstrated for the TM
polarization with an absolute minimum measured resonance shift of 5.25 pm K−1, corresponding
to a waveguide effective index thermal dependence of 4.28×10−6 RIU/K. We show that the
thermal dependence can be controlled by changing the cladding thickness and a negative thermal
dependence is obtained for the TM polarization. All configurations exhibit unprecedented low
loss figures with a maximum measured intrinsic quality factor exceeding 3.9× 105, corresponding
to waveguide propagation loss of 1.37 dB cm−1. A value of−4.75(75)×10−5 RIU/K is measured
for the thermo-optic coefficient of As20S80 thin-films.

© 2021 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

The functionalities of silicon-on-insulator (SOI) can be greatly extended via the heterogeneous
integration of advanced materials with complimentary properties and strengths. Hybrid integration
then offers a simple solution to alleviate specific drawbacks of SOI that can hinder its development
for certain applications. One of the major challenges of SOI is the high thermo-optic coefficient
(TOC) of silicon (TOCSi =

dnSi
dT = 1.8×10−4 K−1) leading to unwanted thermal drift in wavelength

selective components such as filters or resonators. In this case, cladding the silicon waveguides
with a material that has a negative TOC can compensate the refractive index shift of silicon and
lead to a reduced or even null thermally induced effective index shift. While multiple reports and
demonstrations of athermal operation already exists in the literature [1–10], most of the research
done on athermal silicon photonics is focused on waveguide design and their applications but
rely on a handful of select materials that combine a negative TOC with interesting properties
for heterogeneous integration, namely, some polymer composition or TiO2. Demonstrations
of new materials for thermal compensation are scarce at best [3]. Furthermore, the deposition
of a top cladding using these materials is generally accompanied by large additional losses
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[4,5]. Considering that loss management is equally important and challenging in SOI as thermal
management, achieving athermal operation while keeping moderate loss is essential.

In this work, we propose As20S80 chalcogenide glass (ChG) as a negative TOC cladding
material for SOI. We present experimental characterization of the glass thin-films, as As20S80 is
seldom used and less known than its stoechiometric counterpart, As2S3. We then present results
from the optical characterization of As20S80-on-Si microring resonators (MR) that show reduced
thermally induced resonance shift with measured values as low as ∆λr

∆T = 13.95 pm K−1 and ∆λr
∆T

= 5.25 pm K−1 for the TE and TM polarizations, respectively. In addition, we show that the use
of As20S80 as the top cladding of the waveguide results in low propagation losses corresponding
to intrinsic quality factors as high as 2.6 × 105 and 3.9 × 105 for the TE and TM polarizations,
respectively. The article is concluded by putting the present work in context within the existing
literature regarding athermal SOI.

Chalcogenide glasses have already been used in the context of silicon co-integration in efforts
to leverage their excellent and unique optical properties [11]. For example, As2S3 silicon-slot
waveguides were demonstrated as an attractive platform for χ3 nonlinear photonics [12] while
As2S3 waveguides are often combined with SOI circuits for their strong electrostrictive stimulated
Brillouin scattering [13]. Additionally, As-S glasses have the rare property of being photosensitive
in the near-infrared, allowing to use light for modification of the refractive index of the glass for
resonance trimming or Bragg grating inscription [7,14–16].

2. Material and fabrication

The geometry of the hybrid ChG-on-Si waveguide is depicted in Fig. 1(a). The waveguide optical
properties were simulated using a finite difference eigenmode solver (FDE). The simulated
normalized electric field intensity mode profiles for the TM and TE polarizations in 220 nm thick
and 300 nm wide waveguide are shown in Fig. 1(b) and (c), respectively. The distribution of the
electric field indicates a strong delocalization of the mode from the silicon core and increased
interaction with the top cladding. The ratio of the field that interacts with each material can be
designed and optimized to control the effective index thermo-optic coefficient, as will be shown
in later sections.

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the hybrid waveguide cross-section with core width w and cladding
thickness t (not to scale). Simulated electric field intensity of the (b) TM and (c) TE
polarization in a bent waveguide with w = 300 nm and R = 100 µm at λ = 1550 nm.

2.1. Chip fabrication

The silicon chips were fabricated at Applied NanoTools through the SiEPICfab consortium using
electron-beam lithography on standard 220 nm device thickness SOI wafers with a buried oxide
(BOX) thickness of 2 µm [17]. The cladding was deposited at COPL following a method similar
to that described in [18]. To assess the fabrication quality, the resulting hybrid devices were
imaged using a scanning electron microscope (SEM) and focused ion beam (FIB) milling to
expose the cross-sections. The SEM images are presented in Fig. 2. The next paragraphs provide
details on the As20S80 thin-films that were not presented in [18].
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Fig. 2. Top view SEM image of a fabricated microring resonator with radius R before
thin-film deposition. Inset on the right: close-up views of (top) the coupling region of
the MR with a bus-ring gap g before deposition and (bottom) a FIB cross-section of the
waveguide after deposition and thermal annealing. The silicon in the insets is false colored
in red for better visibility.

First, chunks of the prepared As20S80 glass were laid in a molybdenum crucible for electron-
beam-assisted depositions. The different thin-films were deposited onto rotating substrates to
ensure homogeneous films, in an evaporation chamber evacuated to 5×10−7 Torr. An evaporation
rate of 10 Å s−1 was chosen for its ideal results. The resulting measured thicknesses of the
devices are summarized in Table 3. As20S80 was chosen as a cladding material for its interesting
properties: low optical losses at 1550 nm and low glass transition temperature (Tg ≈ 100 °C).
Indeed, a low Tg allows us to perform thermal treatments on the thin-films at lower temperatures
compared with As2S3 whose Tg is 100 °C higher [19]. Moreover, As20S80 being richer in sulphur
than the well-known As2S3, it has an almost polymer-like behaviour toward temperature. Its
sulphur-rich structural units confer the glass a less rigid overall structure and a capacity for
reflow during thermal treatments much more proficient than As2S3 [18,20]. This property makes
the material effective at filling in air gaps occurring during the deposition of thin-films onto
chips with elaborate designs and provides a cladding that envelopes the silicon waveguide very
well. Furthermore, an interesting property of As20S80 is its thermo-optical behavior: contrary to
most oxide glasses and to As2S3, As20S80 possesses a negative thermo-optical coefficient (TOC,
dn
dT <0). This behaviour can be explained by the greater polarisability of chalcogen atoms and
their lower oscillator frequency [21]. Other materials, such as TiO2 [8] or polymers [5], are also
known to possess negative TOC, but unfortunately present high optical losses whereas As20S80
has low losses [18].

2.2. Glass thin-film characterization

A Raman spectroscopy analysis of the deposited As20S80 thin-film samples was performed
to confirm the presence of sulphur-rich structural units. Figure 3(a) presents the resulting
Raman spectrum and its deconvoluted curves. Bands located at 152, 218, 440, 466, 472, and
495 cm−1 confirm the existence of sulphur units: S8 rings, and S2 and Sn chains linking AsS3/2
pyramidal units [20,22]. Furthermore, as-deposited thin-films were characterised by UV-Visible
spectroscopy in order to determine the bandgap of As20S80. A material bandgap of Eg = 2.68 eV
(λg = 462 nm) was extracted using Tauc plots of the thin-film, calculated from a transmission
spectrum measured from 300 nm to 2500 nm (not presented here).

Thermal treatments carried out on fabricated chips and glass slides samples were performed
using a Rapid Thermal Annealing oven (RTA), which uses an inert atmosphere composed of
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Fig. 3. (a) Raman spectrum of an As20S80 thin-film and its deconvolution curves, demon-
strating the presence of sulphur-rich structural units. (b) Refractive indices of As20S80
before and after a thermal treatment at 150◦C for 2 min.

a mixture of argon and nitrogen (Ar/N2). Samples were laid on a silicon wafer to ensure an
optimal and clean annealing process. A heating rate of approximately 65 °C min−1 was used. In
this study, a selected thermal treatment of 150 °C for 2 min is presented. Additionally, refractive
index measurements were conducted using a prism-coupling technique at several wavelength.
The resulting experimental data was then fitted using the Sellmeier equation [23]. Experimental
and fitted data are presented in Fig. 3(b) and coefficients are summarised in Table 1. The slight
increase in refractive index after annealing is explained by a molecular rearrangement leading to
the densification of the glassy matrix, usually accompanied by a red-shift of the bandgap [24,25].
The prism-coupling experiment also provided the thin-film thickness. At this point, we note
that our prism-coupling method provides accurate measurements at individual wavelength but
the limited number of points limits the precision of the Sellmeier fit and therefore, will limit
the precision of values interpolated from the fit and, more significantly, the material dispersion
calculated from the fit. Therefore, other measurement methods, for example ellipsometry, should
be considered in future works where accurate material dispersion is important.

Finally, to ensure the chemical composition stability of the thin-films against thermal treatments,
an Energy-Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) measurement was performed on a thin-film
before and after annealing. Table 2 presents the elemental analysis of the as-deposited As20S80
thin-film before and after a thermal treatment of 150◦C for 2 min in an inert atmosphere (N2/Ar).
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Table 1. Sellmeier coefficients used for the fitting of
experimental data in Fig. 3(b).

As20S80 sample Sellmeier coefficients

A B C [µm2]

As deposited 1 3.509 5.292 × 10−2

150◦C for 2 min 1 3.530 5.370 × 10−2

The results being similar before and after thermal treatment (considering an instrumental
incertitude of 1 %), it can be concluded that the thin-film’s chemical composition is not altered
during the annealing process.

Table 2. Elemental compositions measured by EDX
using an acceleration of 20 kV, and analysis lines of Kα

and Lα for As, and Kα for S.

As20S80 sample Composition [at.%] (± 1 %)

As S

As deposited 22.25 77.75

150◦C for 2 min 22.41 77.59

3. Optical characterization

Following characterization of the glass, thin-films were deposited directly onto the silicon
chips for optical measurements, the devices tested are summarized in Table 3. The MRs were
characterized using a laser sweep technique. Light was coupled to and from the chip using
tapered optical fibers with a mode field diameter of 2.5 µm so that it is matched with the mode
size of the on-chip inverse taper edge coupler. The chip was mounted on a thermoelectric cooler
(TEC) to regulate the temperature. The measurements were first done with a fixed temperature
of 20 °C. Following experimental data collection, the data was analyzed using in-house Python
algorithms which provided with the resonant wavelengths λr, and transmittance at resonance T0.

Table 3. Summary of the tested microring resonators

ID w [nm] g [nm] t [nm] R [µm] Pol.

TE-640 300 200 640 100 TE

TE-950 300 200 950 100 TE

TM-640 300 250 640 100 TM

TM-950 300 250 950 100 TM

3.1. Group index

From the measured transmittance and resonant wavelengths, the group indices of the different
geometries are calculated as ng =

λ2
r,n

2πR |λr,n−1−λr,n+1 |
, the results are shown in Fig. 4. The void

region in each curve of Fig. 4 corresponds to wavelengths where the coupling coefficient was too
weak to observe the resonance, as discussed in Sect.3.2. Group indices calculated using FDE
simulations are presented alongside the measured values in Fig. 4. The agreement is qualitatively
good, with similar wavelength dependent behavior indicating normal dispersion in all cases. The
discrepancies between simulated and measured group index are attributed to inaccuracies in the
refractive index and film thickness measurement that were used in the simulation. The refractive
index and dispersion at 1550 nm are obtained from the first order Sellmeier fit, which allow for
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some error since the number of points in the fit is rather low (4). The difference is stronger for the
TM polarization, which is to be expected since the TM mode interacts more with the cladding
material and is therefore more susceptible to variations in its properties.

Fig. 4. Measured group index (markers) for the four tested MR alongside simulated group
index (full lines).

3.2. Quality-factor

From the measured transmittance, each individual resonance was fitted to a Lorentzian function
to extract the linewidth δλ3dB and the corresponding loaded quality factor Q = λr

δλ3dB
, the results

are presented in Fig. 5(a) and (b). The spectral dependence of Q is mainly due to the varying
coupling strength |κ | in the microring, resulting in a periodic wavelength dependence. This
periodicity of the coupling strength can be understood by the fact that the large radius R and the
low-confinement with a small gap g result in a strong coupling coefficient and a finite coupling
length [26]. The evolution of |κ | is annotated on Fig. 5(a) and (b) alongside the approximate
zones where the MRs operate in overcoupled and undercoupled regime. The different coupling
regimes were inferred from the loaded quality factor and the extinction ratio of the resonances
[27]. The regions where |κ | ∼ 0 are void of resonances and correspond with the blank regions
in Fig. 5. In general and over the spectral range considered, the shorter wavelengths displayed
stronger coupling and overcoupled behavior. The strongly overcoupled and broad resonances
were difficult to analyze correctly for our Python algorithm, which resulted in inaccuracies on
the λr values and resulted in some points slightly off the trend around 1500 nm for the TE-640
and TM-640 devices in Fig. 4, 6(c) and 7. Next, the intrinsic quality factor Qi =

2Q
1+

√
T0

[28] of
undercoupled resonances was calculated. The transmittance around the resonance exhibiting
the highest Qi for each polarization is shown in Fig. 5(b) and (d). The corresponding values are
Qi = 2.6 × 105 for the TE mode and Qi = 3.9 × 105 for the TM mode. Using the group index
measured previously, the waveguide propagation losses α can be extracted from Qi. The resulting
losses are α = 2.32 dB cm−1 and α = 1.37 dB cm−1 for the TE and TM modes, respectively. The
best resonances were both measured in the device with t = 640 nm. Exciting the microresonators
TM mode results in higher Q due to the lower interaction of the optical mode field with the
roughness of the silicon waveguide etched sidewalls. This discrepancy between TE and TM
propagation loss in narrow strip waveguides has been previously demonstrated theoretically [29].

3.3. Thermal behavior

Following the passive measurements presented in the last few paragraphs, the thermal dependence
of the hybrid MR was studied by varying the TEC set temperature from 20 °C to 35 °C in steps
of 3 °C and acquiring the transmittance using the same laser swept measurement previously
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Fig. 5. Measured loaded quality factors for the MR for the (a) TE and (b) TM polarizations.
The dashed vertical lines indicate the position where the TE-640 (TM-640) device operates
in overcoupled (|κ |>a), undercoupled (|κ |<a) or uncoupled (|κ | ∼ 0) regime, where a is the
round-trip loss. (c) TE and (d) TM measured transmittance (markers) of single resonance
with a Lorentzian fit (full line). The corresponding intrinsic quality factor are Qi = 2.6× 105

and Qi = 3.9 × 105. The full marker in (a) and (b) indicate the location of the resonance
shown in (c) and (d).

Fig. 6. (a) Transmittance of the TM-950 device around λ = 1515 nm as the temperature
is increased and (b) measured (markers) resonant wavelength at the different temperatures
alongside the linear fit (dashed black line) used for extracting the slope value of ∆λr/∆T =
−14.4 pm K−1. (c) Measured resonance shift coefficient dλr/dT (markers) for all the devices
over the complete wavelength range alongside linear fit (dashed line) for visual aid.

described. For each resonance, the relation between the resonant wavelength shift and the
temperature shift was fitted to a linear function. The slope of the function then directly provides
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Fig. 7. Effective thermo-optic coefficient dneff/dT (markers) and linear fit (dashed line)
used to calculate the dispersion (see text).

the wavelength shift per degree dλr/dT ≈ ∆λr/∆T . An example of this process of finding the
resonance peaks and fitting a linear function to them is shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b). The lowest
resonance shifts per degree measured are presented in Table 5 and the complete results over the
wavelength span considered are shown in Fig. 6(c). Combining the data in Fig. 6(c) with the
group index presented in Fig. 4, it is possible to calculate the value of the waveguide effective
index thermo-optic coefficient TOCeff = dneff/dT using the relation [5,30]:

dλr
dT
=
λr
ng

(︄
neffαsub +

dneff

dT

)︄
(1)

Where αsub = 2.6×10−6 K−1 is the silicon substrate expansion coefficient [5] and the values of
neff are taken from the simulations. The results are shown in Fig. 7. Every device has a reduced
thermal dependence by at least an order of magnitude when compared with standard SiO2 cladded
SOI microring that exhibit values in the range of dneff/dT ≈ dnSi/dT = 1.8× 10−4 at λ = 1.55 µm
[5]. All measurements also show a linear behavior with a monotonic decrease of dneff/dT at
longer wavelength, which is expected as the mode becomes more and more delocalized in the
negative TOC cladding. It is interesting to note that the spectral dependence of dneff/dT closely
mimics that of the group index in Fig. 4, as expected since the group index away from absorption
features is proportional to the effective index, which value is directly correlated to the interaction
of the optical mode with the constituent materials of the waveguide. Both TM devices have the
lowest thermal dependence with dneff/dT = 4.28×10−6 RIU/K and dneff/dT =−26.8×10−6 RIU/K
for TM-640 and TM-950, respectively. Interestingly, the TM devices display a zero crossing
between the two thicknesses considered, which indicates that true athermal operation (dneff/dT =
0 RIU/K) could be achieved by simply optimizing the cladding thickness t. We note that the net
negative observed thermal dependence of TM-640 confirms that As20S80 has a negative TOC,
as this behavior would not be possible otherwise. In contrast, the TE polarization resonance
shift is less dependent of t and the minimum values measured are dneff/dT = 22.8×10−6 RIU/K
and dneff/dT = 35.3×10−6 RIU/K for TE-950 and TE-640, respectively. The difference between
TE and TM modes in this case is, of course, explained by their respective confinement factor
Γ with the cladding and the high TOC silicon core. These results are in excellent accordance
with simulations that suggest that longer wavelength and thicker cladding will increase the mode
interaction with As20S80, resulting in reduced or negative resonance shift. Another relevant
figure of merit is the TOC dispersion measured as the slope of dneff/dT vs wavelength. Real
athermal operation using cladding TOC compensation is usually limited to a single wavelength
point where dneff/dT crossover between positive and negative values. This behavior means that
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the dispersion of dneff/dT is relevant to increase the bandwidth of athermal operation. Here, the
dispersion can be obtained directly from the slope of the linear fit shown in Fig. 7, the values
are −3.62×10−7, −4.21×10−7, −1.86×10−7 and −2.71×10−7 RIU/K/nm for the TE-640, TE-950,
TM-640 and TM-950 device, respectively. We can conclude that the TM mode would offer a
wider bandwidth of nearly athermal operation around a potential athermal operation wavelength.
The dispersion of dneff/dT is mainly attributed to the waveguide properties dispersion, mainly
the confinement factor Γ(λ).

3.4. Thermo-optic coefficient

Next, using simulated values of confinement factor Γ and known values for dnSi/dT = 1.8× 10−4

and dnSiO2/dT = 8.4 × 10−6 [5,30], it is possible to extract an approximated value for the TOC of
As20S80 at 1550 nm using the relation [4]:

dneff

dT
≈ ΓSi

dnSi
dT
+ ΓSiO2

dnSiO2

dT
+ ΓAs20S80

dnAs20S80

dT
(2)

Where the confinement factor in material i is calculated as [31]:

Γi =
ng

ni

∬
i ϵ |E|2 dx dy∬

area ϵ |E|2 dx dy
(3)

Equation (2) is an approximation neglecting higher-order thermal dependence and the variation
of Γ with temperature and is only valid for moderate (not athermal) value of TOC and wavelength
shifts of multiple pm K−1 [2]. Combining the experimental values of dneff/dT shown in Fig. 7
and the confinement factors obtained from simulations, it is possible to retrieve the material
TOC of As20S80 with Eq. (2). By averaging the data from the four devices, we extract a value of
dnAs20S80/dT = −4.75(75)×10−5 RIU/K. The value thus retrieved is compared with other negative
TOC materials in Table 4. It’s interesting to note that the value compares well with the one
measured in bulk As20S80, even though discrepancies between the physical properties in the bulk
and thin-film states could be expected [21].

Table 4. Thermo-optic coefficient of materials used for
athermal integrated photonics

Material dn
dT [RIU/K] Ref.

As20S80 −4.75(75)×10−5 This work

PSQ L152 −2.4×10−4 [32]

SU-8 −1.1×10−4 [33]

TiO2 −2.15×10−4 [8]

95% MAPTMS to 5% ZPO sol-gel −1.52×10−4 [3]

3.5. Athermal operation

For the sake of completeness, simulations of the bent waveguide (R = 100 µm) were performed
for both polarizations using the TOC obtained in the previous section at an operating wavelength
λ = 1550 nm. The simulations provide the optical fields and the effective TOC is then calculated
using Eq. (2). The results are summarized in Fig. 8(a) and (b) for the TE and TM mode,
respectively. The general trend is as was inferred from the experimental measurements; the TM
polarization is significantly more affected by the cladding thickness t while the TE polarization
behavior is dictated almost exclusively by the silicon core width w. More insight on these
simulation results is provided in Sect.4 alongside general design guidelines for achieving athermal
operation using As20S80.
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Fig. 8. Simulation of the effective thermo-optic coeffcient dneff/dT for various waveguide
geometries in the (a) TE and (b) TM polarization. The insets show the electric field intensity
for relevant geometries in (a): (i) w = 200 nm, t = 750 nm, (ii) w = 240 nm, t = 750 nm,
(iii) w = 400 nm, t = 750 nm and (b): (i) w = 250 nm, t = 500 nm, (ii) w = 290 nm, t = 750
nm, (iii) w = 400 nm, t = 750 nm.

4. Discussion

The results achieved in this work are summarized and put into context within the existing literature
in Table 5. With the exception of this work, the wavelengths are provided approximately for
comparison only. We should also mention that the literature in Table 5 is chosen so that it can
be directly compared with the main results of our work, that is, the authors reported nearly
athermal wavelength shift and measured quality factor of their MR or waveguide propagation
loss. Therefore, some valid demonstrations of athermal silicon operations are omitted but the
conclusions that can be drawn from the data in Table 5 remain the same. Mainly, the use of
As20S80 appears to solve a design quandary specific to low confinement structures in high index
contrast waveguides like silicon. When the dominant source of loss is roughness from the silicon
sidewalls, the use of narrowed waveguides to increase interaction with the low index cladding
(polymer or SiO2) results in additional losses due to more interaction with the sidewalls. Using a
higher index cladding (n>2) provides a way around this problem by delocalizing and diluting
the mode energy away from the sidewalls. Yet, only TiO2 provides both a negative TOC and a
sufficiently high index to achieve this effect but did not results in improved Q because of the large
background losses in the TiO2 layer [4]. Using As20S80 combines all the required properties
(high index, low material loss and negative TOC) to solve this dilemma, as is reflected in the data
of Table 5. Additionally, the losses measured in this work can be compared with standard SiO2
cladded waveguides. The foundry provides loss standards of 1.5 dB cm−1 and 2.1 dB cm−1 for 500
nm wide waveguides for TE and TM polarization, respectively [34]. These values compares well
with the loss demonstrated here, even though narrow waveguides (w = 300 nm) with low-index
claddings would present high losses due to a combination of increased sidewall scattering and
substrate leakage [35,36].
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Table 5. Comparison of reported athermal silicon microring resonators

Material Design dλr/dTa Qb Loss λc Ref.

(Polarization) [pm · K−1] ×105 [dB · cm−1] [nm]

As20S80 Strip (TE)d 13.95 2.6 2.32 1610 This work

As20S80 Strip (TM)e 5.25 3.9 1.37 1610 This work

PSQ-LH Strip (TE) <5 - 50 1525 [5]

LFR-372 Strip (TE) 0.2 0.18 - 1550 [9]

Electro-optic polymer Strip (TE)f 2.1 0.125 - 1550 [6]

As2S3 + Fluoropolymerg (TM) <1 0.15 - 1559 [7]

TiO2 Strip (TE) -30 - 16h - [10]

Strip (TM) 40 - 1545

TiO2 Rib (TE) -1.6 0.165 8 1548 [8]

TiO2 Rib <6 - 20 1300 [4]

95% MAPTMS to 5% ZPO sol-gel Strip (TE) -6.8 0.047 - 1550 [3]

Strip (TM) <1 - 1550

aMinimum value measured, bLoaded and best reported, cApproximate values, dTE-950, eTM-640, f48 nm thick silicon,
gAs2S3 has a positive TOC, hLoss due to cladding layer only

We now draw attention to the quantitative performance achieved in this work in contrast with
the literature. From observation of Table 5 and Fig. 6 and 7, it is obvious that the thermal
dependence achieved here is not within the limit of what can be called athermal operation
at telecommunication wavelength around 1550 nm, with the minimum shift of 5.25 pm K−1

occurring at the upper limit of the measured wavelength range and being nearly an order of
magnitude larger in comparison with state-of-the-art demonstrations [7–9]. Nevertheless, we
reiterate that the goal of this work is to study As20S80 as a candidate for future athermal design.
Athermal operation could be achieved in the device shown in this work by operating slightly
outside of the wavelength range measured. In fact, extrapolating the linear behavior shown in
Fig. 7 provides athermal wavelengths of 1761 nm, 1702 nm, 1669 nm and 1436 nm for the
TE-640, TE-950, TM-640 and TM-950, respectively.

In the case where athermal operation would be required at a specific wavelength within the
C or L band for example, simple design guidelines can be applied and are confirmed in the
simulations shown in Fig. 8. As such, optimizing the thickness offers a good control on the
athermal behavior of the TM polarization, even for wider waveguides. This effect is limited and
saturates as t becomes of the order of the wavelength, as can be seen from Fig. 8 when comparing
the shift between the curves for thinner claddings (t = 500 − 750 nm) and the shift between the
curves for thick claddings (t = 1250 − 1500 nm). Also for the TM polarization, changing the
width of the waveguide has a weaker effect since the main electric field component is along the
y-axis of the waveguide. The behavior is opposite for the TE polarization and the width serves to
control the thermal behavior while the thickness has little effect. We note that athermal operation
of the TE mode requires very narrow waveguides but are still well over the usual minimum
feature size of UV lithography of around 150 nm. Combining a narrow waveguide and a thick
cladding results in leaky modes for the TM polarization, which correspond to the lower limit of
the curves t = 1250 nm and t = 1500 nm in Fig. 8. The simulations were done with R = 100 µm,
for smaller radius, the bending loss will put a strict limit to the dimensions that can be used.

Other configurations also offer good control on the interaction between the optical fields
and the cladding. For example, subwavelength grating waveguides (SWG) [37,38] can provide
athermal operation when combined with a negative TOC cladding but generally suffer from
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higher scattering losses than strip waveguides [29,39]. They are nevertheless relevant in the
context of athermal operation and should be studied in combination with As20S80 in future works.

Another important point to discuss regarding the use of As20S80 is its stability in extreme
temperature environment. The keen reader will have realized that operation near the glass
transition temperature of As20S80 (Tg ≈ 100 °C) is not advisable for the glass stability. Therefore,
we believe the use of As20S80 is more relevant to compensate moderate temperature increases
that can arise from optical power dissipation inside the silicon structures, from thermal crosstalk
or from slight ambient temperature oscillations instead of use in extreme conditions or with
metallic heaters. Of course, this is more or less speculative as rigorous experimentation will
be required to establish temperature boundaries within which the As20S80 glass can be safely
operated, which will be the subject of future works.

In summary, we demonstrated that As20S80 is a valid material to achieve thermal compensation
in integrated photonics, specifically for the silicon-on-insulator platforms. The main advantage
of using this glass in contrast with existing material solutions is the excellent loss performance
which alleviates the usual need to compromise loss performance for thermal stability. This
glass material is a crucial addition to a problematically short list of negative TOC materials for
integrated photonics. Further research should focus on optimizing the waveguide dimensions to
achieve exactly athermal operation at specified wavelengths and study the overall reliability and
stability of using As20S80.
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